STAR Mission July 1 2017 to July 1 2018

- Automated Transfer Pathways for CC’s to 4 year (Pathway illustrates 2 year requirements- transfer point and four year requirements all in one pathway)

- Meta Majors/exploratory

- Smart Scheduling based on Pathways

- Learning Community(s) for GPS-Registration

- Student Support Hub (upgrade for Grades First)

- Retention modeling and campaign

- Integration of Career Opportunities into STAR-GPS

- Integrating PAR (predictive analytics into course offerings)

- Priority Wait list

- Integration of On-track courses/pathways and Fin aid

- Understanding and smoothing the integration of payment and payment plans for students

- Health holds how to automate and alleviate registrar resources

- Online forms for change of major etc through ITS doc imaging and work flow.

- Implement WICHE Passport

- Removing intra-campus third party payments and move into scholarships

- STAR as a platform for others build Apps on it